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able to go home right after surgery. Some of the
procedures which can be done at our centres are

laparoscopy, eye operations, ENI tonsillectomy,
and70% of other operations, with the exemption
ofheart, lung and cancer procedures. Our aim is
to advance surgery facilities to the next level,"
elaborates Dr Lin.

After only a year and a half, the Day Surgery
Centres are slowly becoming more popular and
are sought out especiallyby those people who
would like to do without the long lines and so-so

service given at hospitals, 'At Day Surgery Centre,
we are able to offer more exclusive, high quality
service," says Dr Kevin Yip, who serves as the
Medical Director of the establishment. "We are

able to do this because we do not deal with a high
volume of people. We provide more personal
treatment, and as compared to hospitals, we are

able to cater to individuals who prefer to do their
surgeries in a confidential, hush-hush manner. At
Day Surgery Centre, patients become very com-
fortable because of the one to one service, as well
as the less hectic environment. One other advan-
tage is that we are able to charge less expensive
rates, as we do not have the high costs of main-
taining numerous million-dollar machines such as

MRIs or big X-ray machines," he reveals.
'At the Day Surgery Centre, we are able to

give an open bill, meaning there are no hidden
costs that go to the maintenance ofbig, heavy

duty machines, like what is generally practiced
in hospitals. Here, we provide packages, wherein
patients can choose what they are getting and
paying for. Basically, with the Day Surgery Centre,

the costs and expenses are manageable," adds Dr
Marco, who specialises in body sculpture surgery
including tummy tucks, breast implants, lipo-
sculpture and facial rejuvenation.
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The Singapore Day Surgery
Centre is located at the fifth
floor of the Camden Medical
Centre. It has seven operating
theatres, six major specialties
(orthopaedic and hand surgery,
general surgery and urology,
gynaecology, eye surgery ENI
dental surgery and plastic and
aesthetic surgery), three private
rooms ald two endoscopy
rooms. Spread out an 11,000
square feet area, the Singapore
Day Surgery Centre is at a prime
location and is easily accessible

ftrr patients and doctors alike.
The Day Surgery

International, on the other
hand, is located at the Paragon
Shopping Centre in Orchard
Road. This major site is a testa-
ment to how people now view
medicine and surgical proce-
dures, "Nowadays, convenience
plays a very big role in medicine.
Our branch at the Paragon

Shopping Centre caters to those who value their
time and prefer to have their surgery integrated
into their daily life. As it shows, Day Surgery is

acclimated to the busy and often chaotic lives of
people living in the city," relays Dr Lin.

Stressing that his expertise is now available at
such central locations, Dr Marco dedicates more
than50% of his time at these centres. "I have
over 2O years experience in the field ofplas-
tic surgery and working with the Day Surgery
Centres allows me to offer my specialties to an
even larger client base, while helping me main-
tain the precision and kindly service that all
patients look for," he concludes. E
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Dr Yip and Dr Lin at their day surgery facility
at the Camden Medical Centre," says Dr Marco
Faria Correa, renowned plastic surgeon. "It has

been my rule to only associate with hospitals that
are sterile, completely equipped and can guar-
antee the patient's well-being. Having said that,
I am now collaborating with the Singapore Day
Surgery Centre because I know it is a complete
and safe facility," adds Dr Marco, who admits that
he never takes medicine lightly because the loss
of one life will be tantamount to the loss of his
career. "It's very important to maintain credibility
and integrity," he quips.

"With this new concept, we are tryingto make
surgery more cost effective and more comfortabk
for the patient," says Dr foanna Lin, a physician
and medical oncologist, "To date, we have about
60-70 surgeons who use our suites, with varying
specialties. This option, combined with state-
of-the-art technology and advanced medical
knowhow, allows surgical procedures to be quick
and easy, with minimal risks. Patients dont have
to be admitted into a hospital, therefore lessen-
ing their anxiety and apprehension, and they are
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QuickandEasy
NOWADAYS, UNDERGOING SURGICAL PROCEDURES IS AS
EASY AS HEADING OVER TO THE I\4ALL FOR SHOPPING
MARIA ZARAH R GREGORIO INVESTIGATES

ANY PEoPLE rran hospitals.
Some complain about the
smell of medicines, others
are plagued by visions ofsick
people on their death beds,

while others still are scared to get contaminated
by germs found within its doors. Whether the
fear stems from one of these reasons or not, many
individuals prefer not to visit hospitals unless
they are in dire need of medical assistance.

With the developments in technology and the
improvement in the knowhow of doctors, there
is now a less fearsome option when patients need
diagrrostic or surgical procedures. Day Surgery

wherein patients undergo surgical operations,
and are released on the same day is slowly gaininl
popularity in Singapore. Treated as an outpatient
after surgery this new practice provides a less

stressful and more sanitary environment, usually
in a surgical suite at the doctor's office or at an
ambulatory facility wherein all the medical appa-

ratus and machines are readily available for use.

The Day Surgery Centres, comprised of the
Singapore Day Surgery Centre at the Camden
Medical Centre and Day Surgery International
in the Paragon Tower, are examples of this new
concept in healthcare. Set up by the husband and
wife team of Dr Kevin Yip and Dr Joanna Lin,
these facilities are slowly paving the way for the
future of medicine, "I actually just recently joined
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